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Learn Ruby In 24 Hours Or Less!In this book you will find the fundamental aspects of the Ruby

programming language. It will explain theories and lessons through detailed instructions and

practical examples. With this eBook, you'll learn how to get Ruby, how to write Ruby statements,

and how to use this language in creating your own programs.If you're searching for a

comprehensive learning material for Ruby, this is the book you need. With the help of the important

ideas and practical examples contained within, you will be able to master Ruby quickly even if you

have never programmed anything before. By reading this material, you will become an effective

Ruby programmer in 24 hours (or even less). Here are some of the things you'll learn from this

eBook:How to download the right version of Ruby for your computerThe fundamental principles of

Ruby programming The methods that you can use in RubyHow to handle program exceptions The

syntax of Ruby commandsHow to create loops, iterators, classes, objects, variables, and many

more You can certainly benefit from this eBook even if you have never programmed anything

before. This eBook will teach you the basics of Ruby programming and give you the syntax of

important Ruby commands. If you want to become a skilled Ruby programmer in just 24 hours, get

this eBook now and read it carefully.In addition you will find inside:Collections Of DataThe Sharing

Functionalities Of RubyThe Regular ExpressionsThe Methods Of The Ruby LanguageRuby

ExpressionsThe Basic I/O Of RubyAnd Much, Much More...Get Your Copy Right Now!
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Twice in the book description it mentions that this book is "useful even if you've never programmed

anything before." That's absolutely false. Perhaps the author is so far removed from a time when he

had zero programming experience that he forgot to explain many key concepts of this type of

programming language. I definitely fall into the category of programming newbie. This book was not

useful at all. Only after taking an unnamed and FREE online course on Ruby did this book even

start making sense. I imagine if you learned Java or C++ etc and wanted a quick tutorial to help you

transition, then this book would be helpful. BUT it is NOT FOR BEGINNERS. I hope they change

the description because if I were to rely on this book as my only entry into programming, it would've

been a complete waste of money.

This book will teach you all the basics of Ruby that a beginner like you should know. In your journey

to the bountiful mines of Ruby as a programming language, you will discover many gems that will

give you in-depth information thatâ€™s not found elsewhere on the internet. In fact, youâ€™ll find

the language of this book as slightly informal but not without giving you well-organized information

that is mostly borne out of the experience, enthusiasm, and my love for the language. this book is

useful when trying to understand the defining characteristics of Ruby. It's a good way to start

investigating and handy as a basic reference

I'm currently taking up a Web Design Course and I learned a lot from this book. It's short but

somehow complete on the basics you need to know about the Ruby programming language. By

reading this book I gained deeper understanding on what my professor was talking about during our

last lesson and I'm sure it will help me easier understand the upcoming lessons.

This is a good Ruby guide. It goes through all the basic fundamentals, from installing Ruby to using

it for the first time with some basic commands. It is well-written, there is not a lot of complicating and

unnecessary fluff, just basic information useful for every beginner. Nothing revolutionary about it, but

worth the price.

Ruby is an easy language to program in, but it is not a simple language. The book covers the basic

constructs of Ruby: loops, regular expressions, exception handling, and debugger. A brief into to

Object Oriented programming is given. A very basic book. Good book for a detailed look at the

language.



I think this e-book is very informative and also helpful. I have been searching for something exactly

like this book that could offer me all the details and info I required about Ruby programming. I'm

happy that I came across it and I genuinely found out a lot of things by reading it. Well done!

This book is really a straightforward guide to learn the fundamentals of the Ruby programming

language. In this book, theories and concepts are clearly explained in a very detailed instructions

with very practical examples to understand further. Highly recommended!

Tis a definitive guide in mastering the said programming language. I just found out that itâ€™s pretty

flexible, so my interest in this expanded. The guideâ€™s straightforward and packed with goodies.

The instructions are carried out clearly making mastery easy to attain, although I have doubts on the

given time frame: 24 hours or less since thereâ€™s a wide range of info to be digested.
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